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Abstract

The cross-section for the process e
+
e
− → W

+
W

− was measured with the data
sample collected by DELPHI at centre-of-mass energies up to 209 GeV and corre-
sponding to a total integrated luminosity of about 209 pb−1. Dividing the data into
two centre-of-mass energy ranges, the following results were obtained:

σWW (205 GeV) = 17.44 ± 0.60 (stat) ± 0.22 (syst) pb

σWW (207 GeV) = 16.50 ± 0.43 (stat) ± 0.21 (syst) pb

The branching ratios of the W decay were also measured.
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1 Introduction

In this note we present preliminary results on the cross-section for the doubly resonant
production of W bosons measured with the data sample collected in 2000 by DELPHI.

LEP delivered data at energies up to 209 GeV. The data are divided into two centre-
of-mass energy ranges, above and below 205.5 GeV, referred to as 205 GeV and 207 GeV
in the following. The luminosity-weighted centre-of-mass energies and the amount of data
collected at each energy are reported in table 1. The sum of the luminosities corresponds
to about 209 pb−1; its systematic error is estimated to be ±0.6%, dominated by the
experimental uncertainty of the Bhabha measurements of ±0.5%. The luminosities used
for different selections correspond to those data for which all elements of the detectors
essential to the specific analysis were fully functional.

L-weighted
√

s (GeV) Hadronic L (pb−1) Leptonic L (pb−1)

204.9 73.42 66.30

206.7 TPC OK 85.54 80.63

206.7 TPC-S6 off 49.50 49.09

Table 1: Energies and luminosities in 2000.

One of the TPC sectors (S6) was not operational during the last period of the high en-
ergy data taking. These data were analysed separately and then combined with the results
from the previous period. The performance of the analyses were found to be compatible
within statistical errors. Additional systematics effects were estimated by comparing the
data collected at the Z peak during the period with the TPC-S6 off with simulation sam-
ples produced with the same detector conditions. Both hadronic and leptonic Z decays
were used. The impact on the WW cross-section analysis was conservatively evaluated
as an uncertainty on the selection efficiency of 0.5% in the fully hadronic channel and of
1% in the other channels, which was added to the systematic error.

The criteria for the selection of WW events generally follow those used for the cross-
section measurements at lower energies [1]. Event selections are briefly reviewed in section
2. In section 3 the total cross-section and the branching fractions of the W boson are
presented.

The cross-sections determined in this analysis correspond to W pair production
through the three doubly resonant tree-level diagrams (“CC03 diagrams” [2]) involving
s-channel γ and Z exchange and t-channel ν exchange. Depending on the decay mode
of each W , fully hadronic, mixed hadronic-leptonic (“semileptonic”) or fully leptonic fi-
nal states are obtained. The Standard Model branching fractions are 45.6%, 43.9% and
10.5%, respectively. The EXCALIBUR [3] four-fermion generator interfaced with the
full DELPHI simulation program DELSIM [4, 5] was used to produce signal Montecarlo
events. The selection efficiencies were defined with respect to the CC03 diagrams only
by reweighting the events to the CC03 contribution according to the ratio of the squared
matrix elements computed with these diagrams only and with the full set of diagrams.
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2 Event selection and cross-sections

2.1 Fully hadronic final state
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Figure 1: Distribution of the Neural Net output variable for 4-jet events at the centre-of-
mass energy of 205 GeV (left) and 207 GeV (right). The points show the data and the
histograms are the predicted distributions for signal and background. The arrows indicate
the cut value applied for the selection of events.

A feed forward neural network was used to separate W +W− → qqqq events from 2-
fermion (mainly Z0/γ → qq) and 4-fermion background (mainly ZZ). The network is
based on the JETNET package [6] and uses the back-propagation algorithm. The input
variables were observables related to the effective centre-of-mass energy

√
s′ [7], to the

four-jet topology, to the event shape, and the probability from a constrained fit imposing
the W mass; a detailed list is given in [8], where the network architecture is also described.

After loose preselection cuts (
√

s′ > 140 GeV, 4 or more jets clustering with
DURHAM [9] and ymin = 0.0015, jet multiplicity ≥ 3) the training of the feed forward net
was performed with 2500 events from signal (EXCALIBUR MC) and as many Z0/γ events
(PYTHIA [10] MC). The network output was then calculated for independent samples
of simulated events and for the real data. Figure 1 shows the output distribution of the
neural network for data and MC.

Events were selected by applying a cut on the NN output parameter, chosen by op-
timising the product of efficiency and purity of the selection at each energy. The overall
selection efficiency at 205 GeV was (85.5±0.8)%. The cross-section for the expected total
background, including semileptonic WW decays, was estimated to be (1.77 ± 0.10) pb.
For both periods of the high centre-of-mass energy the selection efficiency and the back-
grounds were found to be consistent with the ones at 205 GeV.

The total number of events selected in each data sample is reported in table 2.
The cross-section for fully hadronic events was obtained from a binned maxi-

mum likelihood fit to the distribution of the NN output variable, taking into ac-
count the partial efficiency and the expected background in each bin. The results for
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efficiencies for selected channels

channel jjjj jjeν jjµν jjτν

qq̄qq̄ 0.855 < 10−4 < 10−4 0.005

qq̄eν 0.017 0.701 0.002 0.074

qq̄µν 0.008 0.003 0.852 0.030

qq̄τν 0.050 0.022 0.021 0.587

background (pb) 1.57 0.208 0.047 0.491
√

s (GeV) Selected events

205 661 142 143 129

207 1134 222 274 301

Table 2: Data for the cross-section measurement of the hadronic and semileptonic final
states. The efficiency matrix and the background are the ones at 205 GeV. The back-
grounds include two-fermion and non CC03 four-fermion contributions. The upper limits
on the efficiencies close to zero are at 95% C.L.

σqqqq
WW = σtot

WW× BR (WW → qq̄qq̄), where BR(WW → qq̄qq̄) is the probability for the
WW pair to give a purely hadronic final state, are reported in table 3. The systematic
errors include contributions from efficiency and background determination and from lu-
minosity measurement; in addition, uncertainties due to fragmentation modelling were
accounted for by assuming a 5% error on the QCD background, as in [8].

√
s (GeV) σqqqq

WW = σtot
WW × BR(WW → qq̄qq̄) (pb)

205 8.48 ± 0.40 (stat) ± 0.09 (cor.syst) ± 0.05 (unc.syst)

207 7.70 ± 0.29 (stat) ± 0.09 (cor.syst) ± 0.04 (unc.syst)

Table 3: Measured hadronic cross-sections. The first error is statistical, the second is
the part of the systematic uncertainty correlated between the measurements at the two
centre-of-mass energies, the last is the uncorrelated part of the systematic error.

2.2 Semileptonic final state

Events in which one of the W bosons decays into lν and the other one into quarks are
characterised by two hadronic jets, one isolated lepton (coming either directly from the
W decay or from the cascade decay W → τν → eννν or µννν) or a low multiplicity
jet due to a τ decay, and missing momentum resulting from the neutrino(s). The major
background comes from qq̄(γ) production and from four-fermion final states containing
two quarks and two leptons of the same flavour.

Four channels were considered: qq̄µν , qq̄eν, ‘hadronic’ qq̄τν, and ‘single prong’ qq̄τν.
The structure of each selection was similar: after a loose preselection, an Iterative Dis-
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criminant Analysis (IDA) [11] was used to make the final selection. The IDA was trained
on Montecarlo samples generated at a centre-of-mass energy of 206 GeV: 60k signal events,
46k qq̄(γ) events, and smaller samples (of 15k events) of qq̄ll (l = e, µ, τ) final states pro-
duced with EXCALIBUR. It was then tested on independent simulation samples. Two
examples of the IDA output distribution are shown in figure 2. Events were selected with
a cut on the output of the IDA, chosen to optimise the product of efficiency and purity
for each channel.

2.2.1 qq̄µν selection

The event was required to have at least one particle identified as a muon. In the case of
more than one tagged µ, the one with the largest value of p·θiso, where p is the momentum
and θiso the isolation angle with respect to the closest charged track above 1 GeV/c, was
considered to be the µ candidate. All other particles in the event were forced into two
jets using the DURHAM algorithm.

The momentum of the candidate muon was required to be greater than 17 GeV/c,
and a cut was made on the quality of the two forced jets: each should contain at least 4
particles, at least one of them charged. In order to reduce background from two photon
processes, the transverse energy of the event (defined as

∑

tracks |pT |) was required to
exceed 40 GeV, and the visible energy to exceed 60 GeV. Events which failed a 2C
kinematic fit were rejected.

An IDA selection with 2 degrees and 2 steps was then applied, using the following 9
variables:
- µ momentum pµ;
- µ isolation angle;
- magnitude of the missing momentum pmiss;
- polar angle of pmiss;
- angle between pµ and pmiss;
- smaller of the two µ – forced jet angles;
- mass from a 2C fit;
- transverse energy of event;
- ratio of the reconstructed effective centre-of-mass energy and the true centre-of-mass
energy

√
s′/

√
s.

2.2.2 qq̄eν selection

The event was required to have at least one particle identified as an electron and not to
have been selected as qq̄µν. In the case of more than one tagged e, the candidate was
selected with the same criteria used for the qq̄µν channel. All other particles in the event
were forced into two jets with the DURHAM algorithm.

The energy of the candidate electron was required to be greater than 20 GeV/c, and
its polar angle between 23◦ and 157◦. The same cut on the quality of the forced jets made
in the qq̄µν selection was applied, and the transverse energy of the event was required to
exceed 50 GeV. The event was rejected if it failed a 2C kinematic fit.

An IDA selection with 2 degrees and 3 steps was then applied, using 10 variables:
- electron energy;
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Figure 2: Distributions of the IDA discriminants in the qq̄µν channel at a centre-of-mass
energy of 205 GeV (left) and in the ’hadronic’ qq̄τν channel at 207 GeV (right). The
arrows show where the cuts were made.

- electron isolation angle;
- magnitude of the missing momentum pmiss;
- polar angle of pmiss;
- angle between electron momentum and pmiss;
- smaller of the two electron – forced jet angles;
- angle between the two forced jets;
- mass from a 2C fit;
- visible energy of event;
-
√

s′/
√

s.

2.2.3 ‘Hadronic’ qq̄τν selection

The event was required not to be selected as qq̄eν or qq̄µν. All the particles in the
event were clustered into jets using the LUCLUS [12] algorithm with a value of djoin of
6.5 GeV/c. Jets with a momentum of at least 5 GeV/c, containing no more than ten
particles and between one and five charged particles were considered to be τ candidates.
In the case of several candidates, the one with smallest momentum weighted spread,
defined as

∑

i(θi· |pi|)/
∑

i |pi|, where θi is the angle made by the momentum pi of the ith

particle in the jet with the total jet momentum, was chosen.
All other particles were forced into two jets with the DURHAM algorithm. The two

forced jets were required to satisfy the same conditions as in the electron and muon
channels. The transverse energy was required to be above 40 GeV. Events which failed a
1C kinematic fit were rejected.

An IDA selection with 2 degrees and 3 steps was then applied, using 12 variables:
- magnitude of τ momentum pτ ;
- multiplicity of τ jet;
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- hadronic energy of τ jet;
- electromagnetic energy of τ jet;
- magnitude of pmiss;
- polar angle of pmiss;
- smaller of the two τ – forced jet angles;
- angle between two forced jets;
- mass from 1C fit;
- visible energy of event;
- multiplicity of event;
-
√

s′/
√

s.

2.2.4 ‘Single prong’ qq̄τν selection

The event was required not to be accepted in any of the previous semileptonic selections.
The total number of particles in the event was required to be less than 50. Events with a
visible energy greater than 175 GeV were rejected, as were those with a transverse energy
smaller than 40 GeV.

The charged track with the highest value of p ·θiso was chosen as the lepton candidate.
All other particles were forced into two jets. The chosen track was required to have a
momentum between 5 and 45 GeV/c, and the quality of the two forced jets was assessed
in the same way as in the other semileptonic selections.

An IDA selection with 2 degrees and 3 steps was then applied using 11 variables:
- polar angle of prong;
- isolation angle of prong;
- magnitude of pmiss;
- polar angle of pmiss;
- angle between the two forced jets;
- event thrust;
- event sphericity;
- event multiplicity;
- visible energy;
- transverse energy;
-
√

s′/
√

s.

Events were considered as qq̄τν candidates if they passed the .OR. of the ‘Hadronic’ and
the ‘Single prong’ selections.

2.2.5 Results on semileptonic events

The efficiency matrix and background contamination for the semileptonic event selection
were evaluated independently at the different centre-of-mass energies and found to differ
by at most 2%. The values at 205 GeV are reported in table 2. The total efficiency on
semileptonic WW events was (76.4 ± 1.3)% (77.7% for e, 88.5% for µ and 63.0% for τ
events), and the total expected background was (0.75 ± 0.05) pb. The errors include all
the systematic uncertainties, assumed to be equal to the ones at 189 GeV [8], except for
the ones described in the Introduction and in section 3. Table 2 also shows the number
of selected events at each energy.
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√
s (GeV) σqqlν

WW = σtot
WW × BR(WW → qq̄lν) (pb)

205 7.10 ± 0.41 (stat) ± 0.13 (cor.syst) ± 0.03 (unc.syst)

207 7.08 ± 0.29 (stat) ± 0.12 (cor.syst) ± 0.03 (unc.syst)

Table 4: Measured semileptonic cross-sections. The first error is statistical, the second is
the part of the systematic uncertainty correlated between the measurements at the two
centre-of-mass energies, the last is the uncorrelated part of the systematic error.

A total of 1211 events were selected as semileptonic W decays; the number of events
observed in the different lepton channels was found to be consistent with lepton univer-
sality. With the values given in table 2 and assuming lepton universality, a likelihood
fit yields the cross sections σqqlν

WW = σtot
WW × BR(WW → qq̄lν) reported in table 4. The

systematic errors include contributions from efficiency, background determination and
luminosity measurement.

2.3 Fully leptonic final state

Events in which both W bosons decay into lν are characterised by low multiplicity, by
a clean two-jet topology with two energetic, acollinear and acoplanar leptons of opposite
charge and by large missing momentum and energy.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the acoplanarity angle for fully-leptonic events at the 2000
centre-of-mass energies. The points show the data and the histograms are the predicted
distributions for signal and background.

The selection was performed in three steps. First a leptonic event preselection was
applied, described in detail in [8]. After the preselection, each jet was identified as either
a µ, e or hadron (the latter therefore considered as a τ). Different cuts involving the
transverse momentum in the event, its acoplanarity and acollinearity were then applied,
being tighter for those sub-channels, like eνeν, eντν and τντν, where more background
is expected.
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The distribution of the acoplanarity angle, after having applied all cuts except the one
on the acoplanarity, is shown in Figure 3.

The efficiencies and backgrounds for the selection at 205 GeV are reported in table 5,
together with the number of observed events in the data sets at the different energies. The
overall efficiency for a flavour-blind selection was (60.0± 1.5)%. The residual background
from non-WW events is (0.134 ± 0.032) pb.

efficiencies for selected channels

channel τντν eντν µντν eνeν eνµν µνµν

τντν 0.254 0.067 0.073 0.005 0.008 0.005

eντν 0.070 0.388 0.008 0.041 0.040 < 2 · 10−3

µντν 0.040 0.004 0.476 < 2 · 10−3 0.056 0.037

eνeν 0.022 0.138 < 10−3 0.402 < 10−3 < 2 · 10−3

eνµν 0.011 0.044 0.087 < 2 · 10−3 0.560 < 10−3

µνµν 0.004 < 10−3 0.088 < 2 · 10−3 0.003 0.609

background (pb) 0.027 0.027 0.017 0.028 0.015 0.020
√

s (GeV) Selected events

205 11 17 15 8 23 6

207 8 26 41 14 43 13

Table 5: Data for the cross-section measurement of the fully leptonic final state. The
efficiency matrix and the background are the ones at 205 GeV. The upper limits on the
efficiencies close to zero are at 95% C.L.

With the values of selected events, efficiencies and backgrounds at the different centre-
of-mass energies, and assuming lepton universality, a likelihood fit yields the cross-sections
reported in table 6. The systematic error has contributions from the efficiency and back-
ground determination and from the measurement of the luminosity.

√
s (GeV) σ`ν`ν

WW = σtot
WW × BR(WW → `ν`ν) (pb)

205 1.71 ± 0.22 (stat) ± 0.05 (cor.syst) ± 0.05 (unc.syst)

207 1.69 ± 0.16 (stat) ± 0.04 (cor.syst) ± 0.04 (unc.syst)

Table 6: Measured fully-leptonic cross-sections. The first error is statistical, the second
is the part of the systematic uncertainty correlated between the measurements at the two
centre-of-mass energies, the last is the uncorrelated part of the systematic error.
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3 Determination of total cross-section and branching

fractions

The total cross-section for WW production and the W leptonic branching fractions were
obtained from a likelihood fit based on the probabilities of finding the observed number
of events in each final state. The input numbers in the form given in tables 2 and 5 were
used, except for the fully hadronic final state, where the binned distribution of the neural
network output was used.

From all the final states combined, the branching fractions shown in table 8 were
obtained. The correlation matrix is reported as well. The results are consistent with
lepton universality. The fit was repeated, assuming lepton universality; the result for the
hadronic branching fraction is also given in table 8, and is in agreement with the Standard
Model prediction of 0.675.

The measurement of the branching fractions obtained combining the present data with
the one at lower centre-of-mass energies [1, 8, 13, 14, 15] are summarised in table 9.

Assuming the other parameters of the Standard Model, i.e. |Vud|, |Vus|, |Vub|, |Vcd|,
|Vcb| of the CKM matrix, lepton couplings to W bosons, and the strong coupling constant
αs, to be fixed to the values given in [16], the measured hadronic branching fraction can
be converted into

|Vcs| = 1.003 ± 0.019 (stat) ± 0.016 (syst),

where the uncertainties on the Standard Model parameters are included in the systematic
error.

The total cross-sections for WW production, with the assumption of Standard Model
values for the branching fractions, are reported in table 7.

√
s (GeV) σtot

WW (pb)

205 17.44 ± 0.60 (stat) ± 0.21 (cor.syst) ± 0.07 (unc.syst)

207 16.50 ± 0.43 (stat) ± 0.20 (cor.syst) ± 0.06 (unc.syst)

Table 7: Measured total WW cross-sections. The first error is statistical, the second is
the part of the systematic uncertainty correlated between the measurements at the two
centre-of-mass energies, the last is the uncorrelated part of the systematic error.

For completeness, the measurements of the total cross-section obtained from the two
periods of the high-energy data taking with the TPC-S6 on and off were:

σtot
WW = 16.73 ± 0.54 (stat) ± 0.20 (corr.syst) ± 0.07 (unc.syst) pb TPC OK

σtot
WW = 16.10 ± 0.70 (stat) ± 0.20 (corr.syst) ± 0.11 (unc.syst) pb TPC-S6 off

where the first error is statistical, the second is the part of the systematic uncertainty cor-
related between the two periods, and the third is the uncorrelated part. The contribution
to the systematics due to TPC-S6 amounts to 0.092 pb.

The preliminary results on 2000 data and the previous DELPHI cross-section measure-
ments at the lower energies [1, 8, 13, 14, 15] are shown in figure 4. They are compared with
the most recent calculations in double pole approximation (DPA) from RacoonWW [17]
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and YFSWW [18]. As DPA computations are not reliable close to the WW threshold,
the predictions below 168 GeV were obtained by replacing DPA with a calculation in im-
proved Born approximation, which only accounts for initial state radiation and Coulomb
corrections. The shaded region represents the theoretical uncertainty of the calculations
and is obtained by an analytic parametrisation of the relative uncertainty given in [19].
This leads to an accuracy on the theoretical curves of about 0.7% at 168 GeV and of
0.4% at 200 GeV. The uncertainty from RacoonWW and from YFSWW have been then
merged into a single error band.

To account for systematic effects, not yet investigated in detail, due to the more precise
computation of the radiative corrections in DPA, a further conservative systematic error
was added to the measurements. This corresponds to a relative variation of the selection
efficiency of 0.5% [20]. The published and preliminary DELPHI measurements are in very
good agreement with the Standard Model expectations.
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channel branching fraction stat. error syst. error syst. from QCD bkg

W → eν 0.1039 0.0054 0.0017 0.0004

W → µν 0.1046 0.0046 0.0010 0.0004

W → τν 0.1041 0.0066 0.0026 0.0003

Correlations W → eν W → µν W → τν

W → eν 1.00 -0.06 -0.32

W → µν -0.06 1.00 -0.23

W → τν -0.32 -0.23 1.00

assuming lepton universality

channel branching fraction stat. error syst. error syst. from QCD bkg

W → hadrons 0.6873 0.0072 0.0033 0.0010

Table 8: W branching fractions from 2000 data and correlation matrix for the leptonic
branching fractions. The uncertainty from the QCD background (column 5) is included
in the systematic error (column 4).

channel branching fraction stat. error syst. error syst. from QCD bkg

W → eν 0.1036 0.0030 0.0016 0.0005

W → µν 0.1062 0.0026 0.0010 0.0005

W → τν 0.1099 0.0039 0.0026 0.0003

Correlations W → eν W → µν W → τν

W → eν 1.00 -0.05 -0.33

W → µν -0.05 1.00 -0.25

W → τν -0.33 -0.25 1.00

assuming lepton universality

channel branching fraction stat. error syst. error syst. from QCD bkg

W → hadrons 0.6810 0.0041 0.0032 0.0012

Table 9: W branching fractions from the DELPHI data above the WW production thresh-
old and correlation matrix for the leptonic branching fractions. The uncertainty from the
QCD background (column 5) is included in the systematic error (column 4).
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Abstract

The cross-section for the process e
+
e
− → W

+
W

− was measured with the data
sample collected by DELPHI at centre-of-mass energies of approximately 192, 196,
200 and 202 GeV and corresponding to a total integrated luminosity of 224 pb−1.
The following results were obtained:

σWW (192 GeV) = 16.90 ± 1.00 (stat) ± 0.22 (syst) pb

σWW (196 GeV) = 17.86 ± 0.59 (stat) ± 0.22 (syst) pb

σWW (200 GeV) = 17.35 ± 0.56 (stat) ± 0.22 (syst) pb

σWW (202 GeV) = 17.67 ± 0.81 (stat) ± 0.23 (syst) pb

The branching ratios of the W decay were also measured.
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1 Introduction

In this note we present preliminary results on the cross-section for the doubly resonant
production of W bosons measured with the data sample collected in 1999 by DELPHI. The
centre-of-mass energies and the total luminosity integrated at each energy are reported
in table 1. The sum of the luminosities corresponds to 224 pb−1; its systematic error is
estimated to be ±0.6%, which is dominated by the experimental uncertainty of the Bhabha
measurements of ±0.5%. The luminosities used for different selections correspond to those
data for which all elements of the detectors essential to the specific analysis were fully
functional.

L-weighted
√

s (GeV) Hadronic L (pb−1) Leptonic L (pb−1)

191.58 25.18 24.53

195.52 76.16 72.44

199.52 82.74 81.77

201.64 40.04 39.44

Table 1: Energies and luminosities in 1999.

The criteria for the selection of WW events generally follow those used for the cross-
section measurements at

√
s from 161 to 189 GeV, which are described in detail in [1,

2, 3, 4], except for the semileptonic final state where an iterative discriminant analysis
has been used. Event selections are briefly reviewed in section 2. In section 3 the total
cross-section and the branching fractions of the W boson are presented.

The cross-sections determined in this analysis correspond to W pair production
through the three doubly resonant tree-level diagrams (“CC03 diagrams” [5]) involving
s-channel γ and Z exchange and t-channel ν exchange. Depending on the decay mode
of each W , fully hadronic, mixed hadronic-leptonic (“semileptonic”) or fully leptonic fi-
nal states are obtained. The Standard Model branching fractions are 45.6%, 43.9% and
10.5%, respectively. The EXCALIBUR [6] four-fermion generator interfaced with the
full DELPHI simulation program DELSIM [7, 8] was used to produce signal Montecarlo
events. The selection efficiencies were defined with respect to the CC03 diagrams only
by reweighting the events to the CC03 contribution according to the ratio of the squared
matrix elements computed with these diagrams only and with the full set of diagrams. At
energies far from the WW production threshold, the effect of the interference between the
CC03 set and the additional diagrams is non negligible only for final states with electrons
or positrons. For these channels, correction factors to the accepted cross-section were de-
termined using the 4f generator EXCALIBUR and the full detector simulation and were
found to be consistent with unity within the statistical precision of ±2%.
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Figure 1: Distribution of the Neural Net output variable for 4-jet events at the centre-of-
mass energy of 200 GeV. The points show the data and the histograms are the predicted
distributions for signal and background. The latter includes small contributions from
other WW channels.

2 Event selection and cross-sections

2.1 Fully hadronic final state

A feed forward neural network was used to separate W +W− → qqqq events from 2-fermion
(mainly Z0/γ → qq) and 4-fermion background (mainly ZZ → anything). The network
is based on the JETNET package [9] and uses the back-propagation algorithm. The input
variables were observables related to the effective centre-of-mass energy [10], to the four-
jet topology, to the event shape, and the probability from a constrained fit imposing the
W mass; a detailed list is given in [4], where the network architecture is also described.

After loose preselection cuts (
√

s′ > 115 GeV, 4 or more jets clustering with LU-
CLUS [11] and djoin = 4.0 GeV/c, jet multiplicity ≥ 3) the training of the feed forward
net was performed with 3500 events from signal (EXCALIBUR MC) and as many Z0/γ
events (PYTHIA [12] MC). The network output was then calculated for independent sam-
ples of simulated events and for the real data. Figure 1 shows the output distribution of
the neural network for data and MC at

√
s = 200 GeV.

Events were selected by applying a cut on the NN output parameter, chosen by op-
timising the product of efficiency and purity of the selection at each energy. The overall
selection efficiency at 200 GeV was (89.8±1.0)%. The cross-section for the expected total
background, including semileptonic WW decays, was estimated to be (2.07 ± 0.10) pb.
The main contribution comes from qq̄(γ) events with gluon radiation.
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Table 2 shows the selection efficiency matrix and the background residual cross-sections
at 200 GeV. The efficiencies and the background rejection at the other centre-of-mass
energies were found to be consistent with the ones at 200 GeV. In table 2 the total
number of events selected in each data sample is reported as well.

efficiencies for selected channels

channel jjjj jjeν jjµν jjτν

qq̄qq̄ 0.898 0. 0. 0.018

qq̄eν 0.015 0.646 0.001 0.048

qq̄µν 0.008 0. 0.864 0.024

qq̄τν 0.040 0.023 0.024 0.520

background (pb) 1.907 0.271 0.044 0.521
√

s (GeV) Selected events

192 224 37 56 59

196 716 139 174 164

200 759 151 191 182

202 370 86 86 87

Table 2: Data for the cross-section measurement of the hadronic and semileptonic final
states. The efficiency matrix and the background are the ones at 200 GeV. The back-
grounds include two-fermion and non CC03 four-fermion contributions.

The fully hadronic cross-section at each centre-of-mass energy was obtained from a
binned maximum likelihood fit to the distribution of the NN output variable, taking into
account the partial efficiency and the expected background in each bin determined at that
energy. The results for σqqqq

WW = σtot
WW× BR (WW → qq̄qq̄), where BR(WW → qq̄qq̄) is the

probability for the WW pair to give a purely hadronic final state, are reported in table 3.
The systematic errors include contributions from efficiency and background determina-
tion and from luminosity measurement; in addition, uncertainties due to fragmentation
modelling were accounted for by assuming a 5% error on the QCD background, as in [4].

√
s (GeV) σqqqq

WW = σtot
WW × BR(WW → qq̄qq̄) (pb)

192 7.86 ± 0.65 (stat) ± 0.10 (syst)

196 8.23 ± 0.39 (stat) ± 0.10 (syst)

200 7.90 ± 0.36 (stat) ± 0.10 (syst)

202 7.98 ± 0.53 (stat) ± 0.10 (syst)

Table 3: Measured hadronic cross-sections. The first error is statistical, the second sys-
tematic.
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2.2 Semileptonic final state

Events in which one of the W bosons decays into lν and the other one into quarks are
characterised by two hadronic jets, one isolated lepton (coming either directly from the
W decay or from the cascade decay W → τν → eννν or µννν) or a low multiplicity
jet due to a τ decay, and missing momentum resulting from the neutrino(s). The major
background comes from qq̄(γ) production and from four-fermion final states containing
two quarks and two leptons of the same flavour.

The selection of semileptonic events has been improved with respect to the one used
in previous publications using an Iterative Discriminant Analysis. Four channels were
considered: qq̄µν , qq̄eν, ‘hadronic’ qq̄τν, and ‘single prong’ qq̄τν. The structure of each
selection was similar: after a loose preselection, an IDA analysis [13] was used to make
the final selection. The IDA was trained on Montecarlo samples generated at a centre-of-
mass energy of 200 GeV: 50k signal events, 80k qq̄(γ) events, and smaller samples (of 6k
events) of qq̄ll (l = e, µ, τ) final states produced with EXCALIBUR. It was then tested
on independent simulation samples. Events were selected with a cut on the output of the
IDA, chosen to optimise the product of efficiency and purity for each channel.

2.2.1 qq̄µν selection

The event was required to have at least one particle identified as a muon. In the case of
more than one tagged µ, the one with the largest value of p·θiso, where p is the momentum
and θiso the isolation angle with respect to the closest charged track above 1 GeV/c, was
considered to be the µ candidate. All other particles in the event were clustered into two
jets using the LUCLUS algorithm.

The momentum of the candidate muon was required to be greater than 20 GeV/c,
and a cut was made on the quality of the two forced jets: each should contain at least 4
particles, at least one of them charged. In order to reduce background from two photon
processes, the transverse energy of the event (defined as

∑

tracks |pT |) was required to
exceed 40 GeV.

An IDA selection with 3 degrees and 2 steps was then applied, using the following 8
variables:
- µ momentum pµ;
- µ isolation angle;
- magnitude of the missing momentum pmiss;
- polar angle of pmiss;
- angle between pµ and pmiss;
- transverse energy of event;
- visible energy of event;
- ratio of the reconstructed effective centre-of-mass energy and the true centre-of-mass
energy

√
s′/

√
s.

Plots of the IDA discriminating functions for the qq̄µν channel are shown in figure 2.

2.2.2 qq̄eν selection

The event was required to have at least one particle identified as an electron and not to
be already selected as qq̄µν. In the case of more than one tagged e, the candidate was
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Figure 2: Distributions of the IDA discriminants in the qq̄µν channel at a centre-of-mass
energy of 200 GeV. The arrows show where the cuts were made.

selected with the same criteria used for the qq̄µν channel. All other particles in the event
were clustered into two jets.

The energy of the candidate electron was required to be greater than 20 GeV/c, and
its polar angle between 23◦ and 157◦. The same cut on the quality of the forced jets made
in the qq̄µν selection was applied, and the transverse energy of the event was required to
exceed 50 GeV.

An IDA selection with 2 degrees and 2 steps was then applied, using 9 variables:
- electron energy;
- electron isolation angle;
- magnitude of the missing momentum pmiss;
- polar angle of pmiss;
- angle between electron momentum and pmiss;
- smaller of the two electron - forced jet angles;
- W mass from a 2C fit (imposing 4-momentum conservation and the equality of the two
W masses);
- transverse energy of event;
-
√

s′/
√

s.

2.2.3 ‘Hadronic’ qq̄τν selection

The event was required not to be selected as qq̄eν or qq̄µν. All the particles in the event
were clustered into jets using the LUCLUS algorithm with a value of djoin of 6.5 GeV/c;
the number of reconstructed jets was required to be between three and five. Jets contain-
ing less than six particles and between one and three charged particles were considered
to be τ candidates. In the case of several possible candidates, the one with smallest mo-
mentum weighted spread, defined as

∑

i(θi· |pi|)/
∑

i |pi|, where θi is the angle made by
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the momentum pi of the ith particle in the jet with the total jet momentum, was chosen.
All other particles were forced into two jets.

The τ jet momentum was required to be above 10 GeV/c, and the same cut on the
quality of the forced jets used in the electron and muon channel was made. The total
number of particles in the event was required to be at least 14, and the transverse energy
above 40 GeV.

An IDA selection with 2 degrees and 2 steps was then applied, using 11 variables:
- magnitude of τ momentum pτ ;
- polar angle of pτ ;
- number of particles in τ jet;
- electromagnetic energy of τ jet;
- magnitude of pmiss;
- polar angle of pmiss;
- angle between quark jets;
- W mass from 1C fit;
- transverse energy of event;
- visible energy of event;
-
√

s′/
√

s.

2.2.4 ‘Single prong’ qq̄τν selection

The event was required not to be accepted in any of the previous semileptonic selections.
The total number of particles in the event was required to be less than 50, and the number
of jets reconstructed by LUCLUS with a djoin of 6.5 GeV/c was required to be less than
5. The charged track with the highest value of p · θiso was chosen as the lepton candidate.
All other particles were clustered into two jets.

The chosen track was required to have a momentum between 5 and 45 GeV/c, and the
quality of the two forced jets was assessed in the same way as in the other semileptonic
selections. Since leptonic qq̄τν decays contain three neutrinos, the visible energy in the
event is expected to be relatively low; a cut was made at 145 GeV. The transverse energy
was required to exceed 40 GeV.

An IDA selection with 2 degrees and 3 steps was then applied using 11 variables:
- polar angle of prong;
- isolation angle of prong;
- magnitude of pmiss;
- polar angle of pmiss;
- angle between the two forced jets;
- event thrust;
- event sphericity;
- number of particles in event;
- visible energy;
- transverse energy;
-
√

s′/
√

s.

Events were considered as qq̄τν candidates if they passed the .OR. of the ‘Hadronic’ and
the ‘Single prong’ selections.
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2.2.5 Results on semileptonic events

√
s (GeV) σqqlν

WW = σtot
WW × BR(WW → qq̄lν) (pb)

192 6.94 ± 0.68 (stat) ± 0.14 (syst)

196 7.77 ± 0.41 (stat) ± 0.14 (syst)

200 7.73 ± 0.39 (stat) ± 0.14 (syst)

202 8.04 ± 0.57 (stat) ± 0.15 (syst)

Table 4: Measured semileptonic cross-sections. The first error is statistical, the second
systematic.

The efficiency matrix and background contamination for the semileptonic event selec-
tion were evaluated independently at the different centre-of-mass energies and found to
differ by at most 2%. The values at 200 GeV are reported in table 2. The total efficiency
on semileptonic WW events was (71.7± 1.4)% (69.5% for e, 88.8% for µ and 56.7% for τ
events), and the total expected background was (.84± 0.6) pb. The errors include all the
systematic uncertainties, assumed to be equal to the ones at 189 GeV [4]. Table 2 also
shows the number of selected events at each energy.

1
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Figure 3: Distribution of the acoplanarity angle for fully-leptonic events at the 1999
centre-of-mass energies. The points show the data and the histograms are the predicted
distributions for signal and background.

With these values and assuming lepton universality, a likelihood fit yields the cross
sections σqqlν

WW = σtot
WW × BR(WW → qq̄lν) reported in table 4. The systematic errors
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include contributions from efficiency and background determination, the CC03 correction
and from the measurement of the luminosity.

efficiencies for selected channels

channel τντν eντν µντν eνeν eνµν µνµν

τντν 0.298 0.054 0.078 0.002 0.010 0.002

eντν 0.069 0.399 0.007 0.025 0.043 0.

µντν 0.037 0.001 0.507 0. 0.046 0.046

eνeν 0.015 0.160 0. 0.378 0. 0.

eνµν 0.008 0.036 0.090 0. 0.571 0.

µνµν 0.008 0. 0.091 0. 0.001 0.605

background (pb) 0.023 0.033 0.018 0.041 0.011 0.017
√

s (GeV) Selected events

192 2 2 9 2 13 7

196 10 26 17 12 26 4

200 12 19 23 9 25 9

202 4 14 11 4 6 9

Table 5: Data for the cross-section measurement of the fully leptonic final state. The
efficiency matrix and the background are the ones at 200 GeV.

2.3 Fully leptonic final state

Events in which both W bosons decay into lν are characterised by low multiplicity, by
a clean two-jet topology with two energetic, acollinear and acoplanar leptons of opposite
charge and by large missing momentum and energy.

The selection was performed in three steps. First a leptonic event preselection was
applied, described in detail in [4]. After the preselection, each jet was identified as either
a µ, e or hadron (the latter therefore considered as a τ). Different cuts involving the
transverse momentum in the event, its acoplanarity and acollinearity were then applied,
being tighter for those sub-channels, like eνeν, eντν and τντν, where more background
is expected.

The distribution of the acoplanarity angle for combined 1999 data, after having applied
all cuts except the one on the acoplanarity, is shown in Figure 3.

The efficiencies and backgrounds for the selection at 200 GeV are reported in table 5,
together with the number of observed events in the data sets at the different energies. The
overall efficiency for a flavour-blind selection was (59.8± 2.3)%. The residual background
from non-W and single-W events is (0.175± 0.016) pb. The selection performances were
found to be compatible at the other centre-of-mass energies.

With the values of selected events, efficiencies and backgrounds at the different centre-
of-mass energies, and assuming lepton universality, a likelihood fit yields the cross-sections
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√
s (GeV) σ`ν`ν

WW = σtot
WW × BR(WW → `ν`ν (pb))

192 2.05 ± 0.39 (stat) ± 0.08 (syst)

196 1.86 ± 0.22 (stat) ± 0.08 (syst)

200 1.72 ± 0.20 (stat) ± 0.08 (syst)

202 1.73 ± 0.29 (stat) ± 0.08 (syst)

Table 6: Measured fully-leptonic cross-sections. The first error is statistical, the second
systematic.

reported in table 6. The systematic error has contributions from the efficiency and back-
ground determination, the CC03 correction and from the measurement of the luminosity.

3 Determination of total cross-section and branching

fractions

The total cross-section for WW production and the W leptonic branching fractions were
obtained from a likelihood fit based on the probabilities of finding the observed number of
events in each final state. The input efficiencies and background contributions, evaluated
at each of the four energies, were used, except for the fully hadronic final state, where the
binned distributions of the neural network output were used.

From all the final states combined, the branching fractions shown in table 7 were
obtained. The correlation matrix is reported as well. The results are consistent with
lepton universality. The fit was repeated, assuming lepton universality; the result for the
hadronic branching fraction is also given in table 7, and is in agreement with the Standard
Model prediction of 0.675.

The measurement of the branching fractions obtained combining the present data with
the one at lower centre-of-mass energies [1, 2, 3, 4] are summarised in table 8.

Assuming the other parameters of the Standard Model, i.e. |Vud|, |Vus|, |Vub|, |Vcd|,
|Vcb| of the CKM matrix, lepton couplings to W bosons, and the strong coupling constant
αs, to be fixed to the values given in [14], the measured hadronic branching fraction can
be converted into

|Vcs| = 0.990 ± 0.023 (stat) ± 0.017 (syst),

where the uncertainties on the Standard Model parameters are included in the systematic
error.

The total cross-sections for WW production, with the assumption of Standard Model
values for the branching fractions, are reported in table 9. The results and the DELPHI
cross-section measurements at the lower energies [1, 2, 3, 4] are shown in figure 4. The
measurements on 1999 data are in agreement with the Standard Model prediction using
GENTLE 2.0 [15], and also with the most recent calculations in double pole approxi-
mation (DPA) from RacoonWW [16] and YFSWW [17], with the assumption that the
more precise computation of the radiative corrections has negligible effect on our selection
efficiencies. The shaded regions shown in the figure correspond to the theoretical uncer-
tainty on the calculations, where the predictions from DPA are shown in their range of
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reliability. The error band for GENTLE corresponds to an accuracy of 2%, whereas for
the DPA predictions an analytic parametrisation of the relative uncertainty from [18] was
used, leading to an accuracy of about 0.4% far from threshold. The resulting areas from
RacoonWW and YFSWW have been then merged into a single error band.
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channel branching fraction stat. error syst. error syst. from QCD bkg

W → eν 0.1049 0.0051 0.0026 0.0004

W → µν 0.1049 0.0043 0.0010 0.0004

W → τν 0.1145 0.0063 0.0027 0.0003

Correlations W → eν W → µν W → τν

W → eν 1.00 -0.07 -0.32

W → µν -0.07 1.00 -0.25

W → τν -0.32 -0.25 1.00

assuming lepton universality

channel branching fraction stat. error syst. error syst. from QCD bkg

W → hadrons 0.6772 0.0067 0.0035 0.0012

Table 7: W branching fractions from 192, 196, 200 and 202 GeV data and correlation
matrix for the leptonic branching fractions. The uncertainty from the QCD background
(column 5) is included in the systematic error (column 4).

channel branching fraction stat. error syst. error syst. from QCD bkg

W → eν 0.1033 0.0037 0.0026 0.0005

W → µν 0.1068 0.0032 0.0011 0.0005

W → τν 0.1128 0.0048 0.0028 0.0004

Correlations W → eν W → µν W → τν

W → eν 1.00 -0.05 -0.34

W → µν -0.05 1.00 -0.26

W → τν -0.34 -0.26 1.00

assuming lepton universality

channel branching fraction stat. error syst. error syst. from QCD bkg

W → hadrons 0.6781 0.0049 0.0036 0.0014

Table 8: W branching fractions from the combined data from 161 to 202 GeV and cor-
relation matrix for the leptonic branching fractions. The uncertainty from the QCD
background (column 5) is included in the systematic error (column 4).
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√
s (GeV) σtot

WW (pb)

192 16.90 ± 1.00 (stat) ± 0.22 (syst)

196 17.86 ± 0.59 (stat) ± 0.22 (syst)

200 17.35 ± 0.56 (stat) ± 0.22 (syst)

202 17.67 ± 0.81 (stat) ± 0.23 (syst)

Table 9: Measured total WW cross-sections. The first error is statistical, the second
systematic.
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Figure 4: Measurements of the W +W− cross-section compared with the Standard Model
predictions. For all predictions an input W mass of 80.35 GeV /c2 was used. For
RacoonWW [16] and YFSWW [17] the input parameter settings from [18] were chosen.
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